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In The Days of Noah, Book Three: Perdition, the end times fall on America like a shadow of

darkness and the last days bring an onslaught of sword, famine and plague. Biblical prophecies are

fulfilled when a world leader arises to pull the nations back from the brink of disaster and usher in a

new age of peace, but at what cost? In the aftermath of the collapse, America is left to flounder

while the rest of the world is rebuilt under the rule of the Global Republic. Noah Parker and his

family refuse to take the pledge to the world order and are thereby excluded from the one-world

economy which functions using a cashless electronic currency. When the Global Republic finally

arrives to begin rebuilding the former United States, Noah and the true Christian community are

labeled as terrorist, hunted down like animals and forced to choose between fight or flight.
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I thoroughly enjoyed the author's first series, the American Exit Strategy/Meltdown/Reset. The Noah

series so far (Conspiracy & Persecution) and now Perdition, have forced much me to reflect on my

life's path and given me honest pause as I compare fiction with realityâ€¦ Both of his books series

are a must read, and I am indebted to the author (and coupon prepper) for their advice and



guidance during this critical time. Thank you Mark! P.S. The prepperrecon.com podcasts are "gold"

in a world of "fiat currency". I highly recommend you give them a listen.

Wow...I feel like anything i say wont do justice to this body of work. Its very rare that a book will

actually move me, but this one did it time and again. Anger, joy, compassion, faith, survival, its all

there and written in such a manner that its not only hard to put down but its hard not to take those

feelings and carry them with you once it has been put down. I had to constantly remind myself that

this is a work of fiction but it has such a sense of realism and accuracy of where we are headed that

i cant help but say that it could very well be close to whats in store.Ill have several series going

waiting on various authors to put out the next book and it seems that this one has taken longer than

most and it shows. No quick cash here. Very well put together. If you have read his other work than

you know what im talking about and its a no brainer, read it and share it with your friendsJon

I have grown to love the heart of this author. He proves that information and a great storyline can

intersect with the only preparedness that lasts -- that of God's salvation. The world is becoming a

scary place, yet it is still our home. Our responsibility is to care for others both physically and

spiritually. Even so, come quickly Lord Jesus!

Awesome...simply awesome. What a fantastic finish to this compelling series. Mark Goodwin has a

serious gift. If you want to treat yourself to some true storytelling then read everything this author

writes. The story line makes you think while grasping you in a thrilling ride that ends in a serious

holy cow event. I enjoyed everything about this book and the entire series for that matter. I found

myself many times wondering how I would handle the tough choices the characters made. I

seriously hope that the author writes a follow on series called The Days of Elijah. I will reread this

whole series before I read that one. I am an avid reader and can't begin to count how many books

I've read, that cost a boatload more than this one, that don't measure up in any way to any of Mark

Goodwin's books. Do yourself a favor...relax in your favorite chair and savor this captivating book.

Mark Goodwin's final book in the Days of Noah trilogy is truly a work inspired by the Holy Spirit and

speaks volumes of the outcomes of the coming financial collapse. The book is replete with great

information that can be useful to anyone interested in preparedness and survival in a TEOTWAWKI

situation. I'll definitely pick up the audiobook edition as well when it's available. God bless you Mr.

Goodwin and may the Lord measure your steps always in the days to come.



I could hardly wait for Book Three: Perdition, of The Days Of Noah series to come out, and it wasn't

a disappointment! Mark Goodwin is such a wonderful author, he keeps you wanting more but when

it's time to end the story he surprises you with the perfect ending. It is so nice to be able to read a

book that has my values and that I'm happy to share with my friends. This series of books is also a

good book to share with non believers, it gets them asking questions and wondering about things

that are happening in our society today.

This book is an awesome conclusion to the story. While Mark Goodwin acknowledges that this story

may not be precisely predict end times events, it certainly achieves his goal of presenting many

issues facing Christians that we see surfacing in this country. This book affords the opportunity for

the Christian to question how they would face the evil confrontations that likely ahead. Have you

prepared physically, emotionally, and spiritually for living in the United States in the coming days,

months and possibly years? Find out how the Parkers and their extended family are prepared as

they stand against the new world order forced upon them.

I've read marks series, I'm not a religious man, yet I believe. This new book is interesting. I almost

quit reading a couple times, and something in my head told me to finish the book. I did, and I'm

stoked. An outstanding read. I have not fact checked the biblical research, I don't feel the need to.

Although I don't know Mark, I sense that the research in this book is spot on.Dirk Williams
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